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How «inhabit the beaty» 
can live in education

More than skills

not only know how

but a way of being



GALA DINNER FOR HOMELESS



School open in the afternoon for students passionate about manual work
Aerial sculptures, clay models and much more at the laboratory of the project "Smartlab" supported by the Lombardy Region
#GiovaniSmart
Manipulate, cut, draw, build... in a word EXPRESS!
At the sculpture workshop of the professor and visual artist Carlo Guzzi the only rule is to let creativity and thoughts flow and 
give it shape through matter. Returning to school in the afternoon becomes an opportunity to engage in a personal project and 
be with fellow students of other courses and classes, enriching themselves with different points of view and new relationships.



A look at the world: when schools educate to beauty. For two years the school has been collaborating with Legambiente Onlus in 
a waste collection project in some areas of the city. "The result is visible! - says Professor Giovanardi - Children become 
increasingly sensitive to environmental issues and active citizenship and, so guided by school and associations, the fear of the
current situation is replaced by concrete facts: Collecting garbage can be a gesture of union made with the joy of those who love 
their city and want to make it a better place!"





Guided by Beauty: when friendship makes us grow. 
What do the fourth of the professional do in front of the mosaics of San Marco in Venice? 
They EXPERIENCE the wonder of SEEING LIVE what they usually saw in the videos projected in class and that filled them with curiosity. It was 
born so the three days of coexistence in which each class, depending on your address, prepared a path: the "Wood" studied and made a guide in 
Vicenza at the Teatro Olimpico; the "Sala bar" designed the menus, cooked and served dinner according to the Venetian tradition; the "Textile" 
has organized the game between the streets to discover and immerse yourself in the spirit and culture of Venice. The opportunity to "sink your 
hands" and your eyes in the culture and beauty of our history.Know and know each other: These moments are a great opportunity to grow 
relations between students and with teachers - explains Prof Antonella Sapienza - a different way to share everyday life, closer. A challenge to get 
involved and discover what most corresponds to what the heart desires. Together, before a "beauty" that opens the horizons in search of 
meaning, to discover the true promise that this beauty brings with it».



The Liceo del Lavoro (drop out students program) recycles industrial waste to CREATE JEWELRY 
Together with Giulia Boccafogli Fondazione Cologni dei Mestieri d'Arte you can! 
"On the table we had glue, needle and thread, small strips of leather material and the tools of the trade; this leather workshop 
amazed me - says Teresa - because with little we did so much, we did something valuable!" So the girls and boys of Work High 
discover how to turn the waste of a leather bag into a beautiful bracelet.



A GOOD SNACK: complete, delicious and shared! The first class of the High School of Work invited the girls and boys of the day 
center "A House to Grow" of Cometa to a snack designed AD HOC for them; sweet and salty, healthy and tasty but above all 
treated in every detail and enjoyed all together! SERVICE



«I have always been fascinated by the puzzles in which you have to connect the dots to give shape to a drawing, I consider them 
a "training to life".»
So Nello Scavo, journalist and WAR REPORTER - introduced by Riccardo Bonacina, journalist and founder of Vita - began to tell 
about his experience as an envoy.
The difficulties, when we are on the "front" in Ukraine as in Israel, is to reconstruct a clear picture of the situation. To aggravate 
the picture are the many fake news that are spread, generating a real "information bombardment".
The answer to this problem lies in the desire to go deep: to study, to understand cultures, to know history, to "connect the dots".



"To end the school year in style - says Francis, Professor of Drawing - we thought of proposing to the children a day 
of coexistence and work together, creating a mural for the oratory of the parish of San Giuseppe, trying to educate 
ourselves also in listening to the needs of the territory. It was born a job that recalls the journey of life and a nice 
lunch together. A beautiful day at the end of the year!"



Incusive Excellence

1. I.E. Is it divergent duality or is it a real combination?

2. And Inclusion and competitivity? (Francesco said: «It is an opportunity, 
an asset…»)

3. Education is… «to give life, it’s a great responsability» (Priscilla 
said)

4. Help together to live an Inclusive Excellence experience
with the Unevoc network involving all the people and more



ACCOGLIERE PER EDUCARE

@amicidicometaCometa Amici di Cometa



Learn more: www.unevoc.unesco.org//bilt/BILT_news_events

@UNEVOC ; @BIBB

@UNEVOC ; @BIBB_de

unevoc.bilt@unesco.org

Thank you

http://www.unevoc.unesco.org/bilt/BILT_news_events
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